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Pups and peeps chuffed with Cockburn’s fourth enclosed dog
park
A fourth enclosed dog park has opened in the City of Cockburn, and South Lake
residents and their furry companions are chuffed.
Connecting South Lake President Tracy Kilian said the Briggs Street dog park was
something South Lake residents had been looking forward to for some time, and it had
been worth the wait.
“There are many dog owners in South Lake and there are no other facilities like this
nearby where responsible dog owners can let their pooches get some exercise and
socialise with other dogs off the lead in safety,” Ms Kilian said.
“This is a fantastic facility with two fully fenced exercise areas that are fully grassed
with doggy water fountains and agility equipment.
“The response to the completion of the park has been overwhelmingly positive and
residents are very excited to bring their dogs and try out the park.”
The park was made possible with $80,000 (excluding GST) from the State
Government’s Local Projects Local Jobs program via the Department of Local
Government, Sport and Cultural Industries, and a further $106,000 from the City of
Cockburn.
City of Cockburn Parks Operations Coordinator Alison Waters said the dog park was a
good example of how to transform an unused piece of land beneath power lines into
useful public open space valued by the community.
The park comprises separate areas for small dogs (40m x 40m) and large dogs (50m x
40m), canine agility equipment, park furniture and a drinking fountain.
It also features canine agility equipment made from recycled soft plastics by Australian
company Replas.
Ms Waters said Replas dog agility equipment was a top performer when compared to
metal or timber equipment.
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“The City has a Sustainable Procurement Policy that promotes the use of recycled
products. The products at Briggs Street are easier to maintain as they don’t show the
scratches and wear and tear caused by their normal use by active dogs,” Ms Waters
said.
“Replas is a preferred WA Local Government Association provider. The City has spent
around $100,000 on Replas recycled products in the past five financial years in various
park and landscape settings across Cockburn as part of a commitment to using
sustainable products where possible.”
To have your soft plastics recycled rather than sent to landfill via the red kerbside bins,
drop them in REDcycle bins at 830+ supermarkets at shopping centres across Australia,
including in Cockburn.
Soft plastics can no longer be recycled in yellow bins collected by Suez in the City of
Cockburn or anywhere in Western Australia, following China’s 2018 clamp down on the
recycled materials it now accepts.
Soft plastics collected by REDcycle are made available to Replas which transforms
them into a multitude of products including street furniture, bollards and park equipment.
To find out more about dog exercise areas in the City of Cockburn visit:
https://www.cockburn.wa.gov.au/DogExercise
To find your nearest REDcycle soft plastics recycling bin, visit:
https://www.redcycle.net.au/where-to-redcycle/
To find out more about recycling in the City of Cockburn visit:
https://www.cockburn.wa.gov.au/Waste-and-Environment/Rubbish-Waste-andRecycling/Changes-to-Recycling
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